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By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: Residents around Kuwait continue to complain
about huge amounts of trash in front of their buildings.
Photos showing piles of trash on sidewalks and garbage
containers over flowing with trash are shared every day on
social media in Kuwait. 

Kuwait Times toured Salmiya (Blocks 2, 3, 6, and 7) and
Salwa (Blocks 2, 5, and 6) and Kuwait City yesterday, and
found out that most of the piled up garbage was in resi-
dential areas. Meanwhile, most bins and streets in com-
mercial areas were noticeably clean. Kuwait Times has
been receiving complaints about trash not being picked up
for days in areas including Salwa, Salmiya, Khaitan,
Mahboula, and Hawally. While Kuwait Municipality says
that the problem is being resolved gradually, the issue
remains until a new company it recently hired to handle
waste removal takes over from the old company whose
contract expired recently. A municipality employee told
Kuwait Times earlier this week that the hand over process
should finish ‘within days.’

Commercial areas ‘becoming cleaner’ while
piled up trash remains in residential parts 

Kuwait Times’ tour reveals that the problem remains

KUWAIT: Photos taken during Kuwait Times’ tour in Salmiya, Salwa and Kuwait City showing empty garbage containers in commercial areas and full ones in residential parts. — Photos by Faten Omar and Ben Garcia

Failed armed
robbery at Salmiya
money exchange
By A Saleh

KUWAIT: An unidentified person carried out a failed
armed robbery at a money exchange shop in Salmiya,
when employees refused to cooperate with him, prompt-
ing him to escape. The suspect reportedly pointed a
firearm at the workers and asked them to hand over the
money they had, but they refused to oblige and hid behind
the counter. The suspect then escaped without stealing
anything. Detectives are investigating.

In other news, a governmental committee tasked with
the duty of finding solutions for the demographic struc-
ture’s imbalance has asked state departments to provide
their views within a month in order to discuss them during
the committee’s next meeting, according to informed
sources.

Speaking on the condition of anonymity, the sources
said that the committee is preparing its final report to be
submitted to the Cabinet at the start of next year, noting
that the report would include its final visions for compre-
hensive and wide ranging solutions that will help reduce
the number of expatriates in Kuwait, eliminate marginal
labor and concentrate on recruitment of skilled labor only.

Furthermore, the sources said that the committee men-
tioned the practical measures to implement a quota sys-
tem for each community after discussing the issue with
ministries, Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and Industry
and private sector representatives. The committee did not
find any obstacles that would prevent Kuwait from imple-
menting the quota system during those discussions, the
sources added. 

Lawyer files
lawsuit to ban
Twitter in Kuwait
By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti lawyer filed a lawsuit yesterday
asking to ban Twitter in Kuwait. She claimed that
Twitter users’ activity is “destroying the values of
society,” and argued that the government has failed in
controlling the spread of fake accounts on the social
media network. Meanwhile, acting prosecutor general
Saad Al-Safran ordered a ruling family member jailed
for 21 days pending investigations in a case in which
he is accused of insulting traffic police officer Saleh
Al-Rashid. The ‘Sheikh’ faces felony charges of
threatening and blackmail. 

In other news, Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel
Humoud Al-Sabah approved recommendations which
call for closing some pharmacies at co-op societies
for failure to obtain licenses in the name of Kuwaiti
pharmacies - a violation of article 17 of pharmacy
practice law 28/1996, and its amendment with article
2 of law 30/2016.

The recommendations were made by a committee
formed last year to investigate violations of the afore-
mentioned law. Committee Deputy Chairman,
Assistant Undersecretary for Drug and Food Control
Dr Abdallah Al-Bader also indicated that violating
pharmacies that failed to correct their status will be
referred to the public prosecution for legal action.
The punishment for practicing pharmacy without a
license is a maximum of two years in jail and/or a fine
of a maximum of KD 3,000.


